reflection of the rays of light, is now generally admitted; nor does it appear that any other more satisfactory, has yet been adopted in its stead.
This will not be thought surprising, if it shall appear by the following experiments, that neither N ewton, nor any other writer that has followed him in the same line, has been in possession of all the phenomena connected with this curious and intricate subject.
I was induced to make the following experiments in conse quence of having lately read Dr. Herschel's excellent paper on the same subject, published in the 95th vol. of the Philoso phical Transactions, in which he has related a great number of experiments, explaining a variety of phenomena relative to prismatic rin g s; and must acknowledge my obligations to this celebrated author, for his simple but ingenious contri vance of viewing prismatic phenomena by means of the sha dow of a black c a rd ; without which, it is probable the fol lowing discoveries, such as they are, would not have been made.
Exp. 1. On repeating some of the experiments mentioned by Dr. Herschel in vol. 95 of the Philosophical Transactions, and having by means of the shadow of a blackened card per ceived no less than eight sets of rings in some cases, and being very attentive in endeavouring to distinguish transmitted from reflected sets, I faintly saw parallel lines or streaks, which at first were mistaken for the threads of a piece of black silk which was placed under the lower glass, in order to see the rings more distinctly. It was not until after repeated examinations by the light of a lamp, in which the direct light is shaded from the eyes, that it was ascertained, that those parallel lines were drawn through the intersections made by the several rings of the primary set and its reflected image; and that they consisted of light, although their di mensions were too small for their colours to be distinctly perceived.
T he apparatus used in this experiment was a piece of good looking-glass plate laid on the plane side of a plano-concave lens belonging to a compound microscope, and was used for holding mites or other animalcules on the concave side. T h e plane side of this glass had acquired in the polishing (acci dentally perhaps ) a very small degree of convexity, probably equal to that of a lens of several feet focal length. This lens, when the plane glass was laid thereon, produced a larger set of primary rings than could be otherwise procured. Its con cave side had been ground on a sphere of about two inches radius; therefore the set of transmitted rings, reflected from its lower internal surface, was too small to cause any con fusion either in the primary set or its reflected image ; and it was in a great measure owing to this accidental circumstance, that these parallel lines happened to be discovered at a ll; nor could they have been discovered, even with this apparatus, without the use of the shadow.
Exp.2. Having ascertained the reality of these parallel fringes, I painted the concave side of the plano-concave lens black, in order to prevent all reflection from its concave sur face ; by which means the fringes were seen in much greater perfection. They were found to consist of all the prismatic colours; were equidistant and parallel; equal in number to the rings of both sets taken together, exclusive o f the central o n e ; and each fringe was drawn through the several inter-Y a exhibited by thin plates.
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Knox on some phenomena of , sections of the primary set of rings with those of its reflected im age; and their lengths extended to the edge of the lens on both sides, they were formed at right angles to the direc tion of the light, and to a line joining the centres of the pri mary and its reflected im ag e; which indeed is a necessary consequence of their being projected through the intersections of two sets of concentric rings perfectly equal in dimensions. See fig. v ,pi. VII. compared with fig. 3 , pi. VIII. I was convinced that those parallel fringes consisted of prismatic colours; yet with the apparatus now used, they were too small and too close to each other to enable me to perceive distinctly the order in which those colours were arranged, with respect to each other. As their distances from each other, or, which is the same thing, their breadths de pended on the distances of the intersections through which they were projected; it was obvious that by separating, or widening the distances of the latter, the parallel fringes would also be separated, and consequently their breadths en larged.
Exp. 3. For effecting this purpose, two modes presented themselves, either by increasing the dimensions of the pri mary set of rings, and consequently that of its reflected im age; or by lessening the distance between them. The former mode was at that time out of my power, having no lens of a longer focus than the one in use. T he latter was effected by pro curing a thinner piece of plate glass than that used in the 1st experim ent; and although by this apparatus the field of view was narrowed, the breadths of the fringes were enlarged, and by this means it was easily perceived, that each fringe was com posed of the same prismatic colours as the Newtonian rings, and were placed in the same order with respect to each o th e r; that is, beginning with red, next orange, then yellow, green, blue, indigo, and lastly, violet: but that the fringes them selves were divided into two classes, (with respect to the position of the colours of each particular fringe) by a central band or fringe passing through a point bisecting the distances between the centres of the primary set and its image, each fringe, on both sides of this imaginary point, respecting it as a centre, and having the red colour of each fringe turned wards, or from that centre; the central band alone being equal on both of its sides with respect to colour; being as it were composed of two of the inside halves of the two adjoining fringes, imagined to be laid to g e th er; having no red in its composition, and being rather less intense in colour than any of the others. An imitation is given in fig. 1 . pi. VII. and as it would be impracticable to express all the colours of each fringe by shadowing', the darkest shade denotes the violet, the un shaded side the red of each fringe, and the black lines the divisions between them.
Exp. 4. Another mode of producing those fringes was by applying a convex and a concave lens together, the curvature of the one differing but little from that of the other. This appa ratus produced a larger set of primary rings, and consequently broader fringes, than by either of the foregoing experim ents; but in this case none of them were straight, except the cen tral fringe, all the rest being bent more or less into elliptical shapes, conformable to the surfaces between which they were formed.
E xp.5. But a better mode still was found, by applying a slip of looking-glass plate to one of the sides of a triangular l 66 prism, about £■ §■ inches long, and a full inch broad; for al though the sides had been intended to be made perfectly flat, they had acquired, in polishing, such a small degree of con vexity, as on application of the flat glass plate, produced a larger set of prim ary rings than could be had by any of the former experiments. This apparatus was still farther im proved, by painting two of the sides of the prism black, so as; to exclude all extraneous lig h t; by which means I could easily perceive that those fringes (which were produced by rings of about three quarters of an inch diameter,) extended from one end of the prism to the other, that is, to an extent of at least seven or eight times the diameters of the rings, and it is uncertain how much farther they m ight have extended with a longer prism. T hey were also seen parallel to the edges of the prism, by carrying the eye in that direction, either to the right or left.
N or do these rings or fringes cross each other undisturbed, for the prismatic colours of the rings, where they intersect each other, are deranged from their natural o rd e r; and the divi sion lines of the fringes, where they intersect the other inter sections, are drawn into a zig-zag form, but beyond those intersections they proceed in straight lines. These several intersections produce a most beautiful appearance of chequer, or rather net work, the meshes of which assume the hexagonal form, resembling the cups of a honeycomb; of which it is impossible to convey an adequate idea without seeing the ex periment.
JE x p . 6. Having discovered unexpectedly these phenomena from one set of primaries and its reflected image, I was in duced to try what effect could be produced by two sets of exhibited by thin . primaries brought into a similar situation with respect to each other. For this purpose, a double convex lens, of about thirtysix inches focus, was laid on a flat piece of looking-glass plate, having its under side painted b lack ; on the lens was placed another piece of plane glass plate-; by these means two sets of primary rings were produced, whose positions with respect to each other could be varied at pleasure. On using the sha dow of the black card I was agreeably surprized to find, that instead of parallel fringes a new species of prismatic rings ap peared, whose number and sizes varied with the positions and distances of the two sets of primaries ; their dimensions were from two to three times the diameters of the primaries from which they appeared to originate, sometimes only one set appeared, sometimes two, and at other times a third very faintly.
On first observing these new rings, it was found, that on moving the eye in a horizontal direction to the right or left, they sometimes moved with, and sometimes contrary to the motion of the eye ; others were stationary, although the eye m oved; also, that sometimes the prismatic colours were seen in the usual order, and at other times in v erted ; all of which facts seemed not a-little perplexing at that tim e; but their causes will be better understood from what follows.
Exp* 7. By a subsequent experiment, it was discovered, that those rings towards the circumference of the new sets had their colours always in the usual order; but that those nearest the centres had their colours always inverted; that the number of rings of each class were eq u al: that they all passed through the several intersections of the two primary sets of rings with each other, from which intersections they i68 seemed to originate; that the dividing ring between the classes, passed through a point, whose distance from the centre of each primary set was in proportionto its largestdiam eter.
This will be better understood *by referring to fig. 2 . pi. VII. where A and B are the pnm aty'sefe'of rings will represent one of the newly discovered sets, which were denominated interseciioritiries* from their apparent ori gift. Trie Fourth ring from the centre will be the division between tbe tWo classes1 Those rings within the division having the r e d o n th b ir those without having xllM*rea off Wemoutsraes1 , as represented b)v the figure; where the Same ride lias Been" observed in shadowing these rings, as was 'observed with respect to the parallel fringes in fig. 1 , namely, that the shaded side repre sents the violet, and the unshaded side'the red of each ring, and the dark lines the divisions betWeen them.* Admitting that parallel fringes are necessarily rectilinear, in consequence of beift^ drawn through intersections of cir cles that are perfectly equal in dimensions, it follows, that where two sets of dreles"differ in dimensions^he correspond ing intersections CahhOt lie in straight lines, but must neces sarily be circular; as will appear evident on inspection of the figure; where the dividing ring D E could not pass through the several intersections in the points i] 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, g, 10, 11, 12 , unless it were circular: the same thing will hold true of all the other rings of the intersectionary set.
It also appears by the foregoing experiments, that rectili near fringes and intersectionary rings are coloured exactly alike, arid are alike divided into two classes with respect to the order of the colours. There is also an exact similarity in
Knox oh some phenomena of colours, the reticulated crossings before mentioned, whether the sets of primaries by which they are caused, are equal or unequal in dimensions. Fringes and intersectionary rings, therefore, differ in no other respect than as right lines and circles ; it is, therefore, a fair conclusion, that the phenomena of rectilinear fringes, formed between two sets of rings of equal magni tudes, are bent into rings when the two corresponding sets are unequal in magnitude. There is also an infinite variety in the dimensions of those intersectionary rings, according as the diameters of the pri maries differ more or less, being least where that difference is greatest, and increasing in size as the two sets of primaries approach to equality, until at last they end in straight lines. The dimensions of these intersectionaries will also ( paribus) diminish as the two sets of primaries approach each other, and enlarge as these are separated; and, like Newto nian rings, enlarge or diminish with the less or greater ele vation of the eye. It will be easy to conceive from inspection of fig. 4 , ( pi. V III.) that where an intersectionary set of rings is formed between two sets of primaries of unequal magnitudes, it must necessarily appear on the side towards the smaller of the two primaries; which agrees with actual experiment.
T he above hypothesis accounts for one set of intersection aries ; but experiment shows that if one set appears, it is al most always accompanied by a second, sometimes equal, but oftener unequal in dimensions, as in fig. 3 , (pi. V III.) at other times part of a third set appears as segments of circles only. It would, therefore, seem that they are formed not only between primary sets, but also between primaries combined with either
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Mr. Knox on some phenomena of , transmitted or reflected sets, provided the two, between which they are formed, are unequal in dimensions. Exp. 8. T he four sets of rings represented in fig. 3 , (.pi. V III,) were produced by an arrangem ent consisting of two convex lenses laid on each other, and a piece of plane looking-glass plate laid on the uppermost lens. T he large imperfect set, whose centre is at D , was evidently produced by the intersec tions of the two primary sets, A and B,( the former was observed to have a dark and the other a light centre), but the set whose centre is at G cannot be accounted for on the same principle; but may be owing to another cause, which will be better un derstood by a future experiment.
Notwithstanding these intersectionaries seem to owe their origin to a few rings only, adjoining that which divides the two classes; yet they are always filled up to the centre with prismatic colours; unless when very large, as that whose centre is at D, ( fig. 3 . pi. V III.) or when they appear in part only, as segments of circles ; in which case the central spaces appear blank.
Exp.9. It is perfectly certain that these intersectionary rings are always formed between the two contiguous surfaces of the two lower pieces of glass when three pieces are em ployed ; this is easily proved by the test of the shadow. But if four or more pieces are laid on each other, the number of spectra may be increased indefinitely, and these again may be multiplied by internal reflections; so that to pursue these phenomena through all the varieties of which they are capable would be an endless task.
Let it be observed here, that the several drawings of prismatic rings in figures 1, 2, 3, ( plates VII. V III.) are such as would appear to the eye, could it see them at right angles to the plane in which they are form ed; but as the eye cannot well see them in this position, nor until it is lowered to an obliquity of about thirty degrees, the proper allowance must be made ; for such rings will always appear of elliptical forms, less or more elongated according to the greater or less elevation of the eye. See fig. 4 . ( pi. V III.) Exp. xo. Finding from the foregoing experiments, that two sets of rings of equal magnitudes produced straight fringes, and that those of unequal sizes produced rings ; it was obvious that both fringes and rings might be considered as diagonals to the angles in which they were formed. It was, therefore, concluded from analogy, that if primary fringes could be pro duced between two flat pieces of looking-glass plate, and that if two of those sets were made to cross each other, a set of straight or rectilinear fringes should be formed diagonally between them ; and, on making the experiment, I had the pleasure to find the result precisely answered expectation. So far theory and experiment agreed ( see fig. 6 , pi. V III.) ; but in the course of making this and some of the succeeding experiments, several unexpected phenomena were discovered.
Exp. 11. T he slips of plate glass used in this and several of the following experiments were from four to six inches long, and about one and a half inch broad, their edges having been ground straight.
On wiping two of those glass slips perfectly clean with Soft shammy or a soft dry linen rag, ( which is absolutely necessary, as the smallest particle of dust, scarcely percepti ble even with a microscope, interposed between the slips, Z a exhibited by thin plates.
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M r. Knox on some phenomena of , would prevent the success of the experiment), and by apply ing two of their ends together, and by using some friction and a considerable degree of pressure, a beautiful set of rectilinear prismatic coloured fringes appeared across the glass slips* having all the prismatic colours in the same order as Newtonian rings, and equally vivid, (see fig. 5 , pi. V III.) and although the breadths of those fringes could be increased or diminished by the greater or less degree of pressure (which had the effect of diminishing or increasing the angle formed by the planes), yet their breadths continued to be uniform, or as nearly so as might be expected, considering the unavoidable imperfections of the best plate glass. It was proved by Sir Isaac N ewton, that primary prismatic rings were repeated at equal increments of interval between two spherical surfaces, because the semi-diameters (or, which is the same thing, the diameters) of those lings were found on actual measurement to be to each other as the square roots of the series, o, 2, 4, 6 ,8, &c. beginning at the centre of the rings or point of contact, as must be well known to mathema ticians ; it might, therefore, have been known by reasoning a priori, that if similar prismatic phenomena could be produced between two flat planes, the corresponding repetitions must take place at regular and equal intervals from the point of contact, or vertex of the angle, corresponding to the natural numbers of which the measurements of the rings express the square roots; that is, as the series o, 2, 4 ,6 ,8 , &c. The principle is, therefore, fully confirmed by this experiment.
Exp. 12. Those primary fringes have also transmitted sets between them, alternate in colours to their primaries, exactly similar to Newtonian rin g s; for* by placing them longitudiexhibited by thin plates. 173 nally in the direction of the light, and by using the shadow of a black card thrown across them, both primaries and trans mitted fringes may be seen at once by the naked eye. Let the light come in the direction AB in fig. 5 , pi. VIII. and let CD represent the edge of the shadow next the light, those fringes above the line CD are primaries, and those below it are trans mitted sets, alternate in colours to the ethers. Although these primary fringes are uniform in their breadths, they are not quite so with respect to colour; for the yellow, blue, indigo, and violet, are predominant in the first, second, and third fringes next to the place of contact, although these four colours are but little perceived after the third fringe, where ten are seen, the red, orange, and green being predominant in all the rest.
Exp. 13. After having produced one set of primary fringes* I succeeded in having another set formed at right angles thereto, by applying a third slip of glass longitudinally to the upper one of the first two, on which the expected diagonal fringes immediately appeared in the angle between the two primary sets, as shown in fig. 6 , pi. VIII. where B and C are the primary fringes, and D the intersectionary set divided into two classes, as shown by the dotted line.
Exp. 14. It was found by trials, that the relative position of two sets of fringes, when formed by three slips only of glass plates, connected together as in Experiment i s , could not be changed at pleasure; but, by using four slips, and having a set of fringes formed between each pair, which were uncon nected, these could be placed the one over the other in any position, and at any required angle; by this arrangem ent, it was discovered, that whatever was the magnitude of the angle JMh Knox on some phenomena of colours, formed by the two sets of primaries, that angle was always bisected by the central band of the intersectionaries. And although these latter evidently proceed from the crossings of the two sets of primaries, yet they are never continued through those crossings to the opposite angle at A, fig. 6 , (pi. V III.) nor could they be made to appear in any angle formed by primary fringes, unless the said fringes were so disposed as to have their red sides turned inwards, or towards each other. This remarkable fact was proved by several repetitions of the same experiment.
Exp. 15. In the course of making these experiments, I had accidentally left a single slip of glass on one of the pairs be tween which a set of primaries were formed, without any other pressure than its own w e ig h t; on examining the appara tus a few minutes afterwards, I was agreeably surprised to find no less than four sets of the same kind, of fringes which appeared in the angle between the two sets of primaries, as before related in Experiment i s , almost parallel to each other, and nearly so to the primaries, and at about an inch distant in front thereof, (see fig. 5 . pi. VIII.) T he set marked 2, had broader fringes, more vivid in colour, and consisted of a greater number, (from fifteen to nineteen),than those sets on each side thereof; for these latter appeared to have that inferiority of colour to the principal set, that it bore to the primary set. All the four sets were by attentive observation visible to the naked eye, and were all divided into two classes by a central band, as was before observed of the o th ers; and on application of the shadow, were found to consist of pri m ary and transmitted fringes, precisely in the same manner as first primaries, or Newtonian rings.
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A representation is shown in fig. 5 , ( pi. VIII.) before referred to, where the sets denoted by 1,2, 3, and 4, may be called pri maries in respect of 5, 6, 7 , and 8, which, in like m anner, may be denominated transm itted s e ts; all the space below the line CD being supposed covered with a shadow of a black card.
Not having hitherto observed these secondary fringes, ex cept where they proceeded from intersections of primaries, it was concluded, that this was the only cause of their appear ance ; but, by this last experiment, I was convinced of the error of this opinion, and that they are entitled to the same rank of originality as prim ary fringes or Newtonian rings ; and, since they are always found divided into two classes, I shall henceforward venture to denominate them which perhaps may not be an improper characteristic for the whole genus, in contradistinction to , as it will appear in the sequel, that there are several species of the form er, and at least two of the latter.
Exp. 16 . This experiment was made to ascertain w hether two slips of glass only, when the upperm ost was pressed by its own weight alone, would produce binary fringes between th e m ; and I succeeded in perceiving one set whose breadths were about one-tenth of an inch each, see fig. (pi. IX .); these are best seen by clear day lig h t; but it is also necessary to have a piece of black velvet under the lower slip, otherwise to have its under side painted black.
Exp, 17. In endeavouring to see these fringes mentioned in the last article by candle light,I was disappointed, but accident ally perceived others of a different species, less in breadth, but much more numerous, and by which the whole length and breadth of the glass slips were covered. These were visible by the light of a small candle only, nor could they be per ceived except in the image of the blaze of the candle reflected from the upper surface o f the upper slip of glass, and by moving either the eye, or the candle, or the slips across the direction in which the fringes ap p eared : and even with every precaution, I sometimes failed in seeing them , which I attributed to the presence of very minute dust between the glass plates, which in some cases can be known only by its effects. M oreover, when the eye changes from a greater to a less quantity of light, it requires some time to adapt itself to such delicate and minute objects, before it can perceive them satisfactorily. See fig. 8 . (p i. IX .) E xp. 18. By subsequent trials it w as'found, by the use o f an oil lam p, having five o r six small wicks in a row, composed of hem pen packthread, which produced a pale brownish light, th at those singular fringes could be seen w ith nearly as m uch ease and certainty as any o f the other phenom ena, though not all at once; but, by m oving the light over them , otherwise moving the slips with respect to the light, and by using a m ag nifying glass, it was ascertained that the specimen represented by fig. 8,( pi. I X .) contained th irty of these fringes to an inch. Being uncertain w hether they m ight not be the same as the prim ary fringes mentioned in Experim ent 11, or a continuation of them , I caused a few of these latter to be formed at one end of the slips at A, fig. 8 , ( pi. I X .) when it was found that they crossed each other at a certain angle as shown in the fig u re ; therefore, they could not be the same. M oreover, as they have no perceptible colour like first primaries, nor are divided into classes as binaries, they m ust be different from either.
Exp. lg . It next occurred to try w hat effect could be produced by three slips of glass when laid together, and pressed by th eir <j\vn w eight alone. Leaving them in this
situation about fifteen minutes, I found an irreg u lar set of binaries spread over the surface of those slips ; a representa tion of which is shown in fig.  g .pi. IX . On draw ing or sliding the upper piece o f glass along the surface of the middle one, these fringes changed their shape, and disappeared as far as the middle slip was uncovered by the upper o n e ; or if the upper two w ere k ep t together, and both moved over the Surface of the under slip, the same phe nomena took place: But I f the upper glass was in the sm allest degree separated from the other tw o, or if the two upper pieces were in the same degree separated from the low er one f in either case, the spectra first changed their shapes and then vanished but, on leaving the slips to the pressure of their own w eight, were again as instantly restored. On changing the position o f these three slips by placing the two upper ones across the low er one, a new spectrum was formed as seen in fig. 10 , pi. IX : In these as well as in the following figures of binaries, the central band, dividing the two classes, is always denoted by a dotted line.
T hese spectra may be varied alm ost to infinity by the smallest change of distance or relative position o f any one of the three slips to the other tw o ; and it affords a pleasing amusement to observe those fleeting forms start into new and fantastic shapes in such a m anner as strongly to resemble, in miniature, the coruscations of the aurora borealis. In order to determine w hether these spectra w ere formed between the two upper, or between the two low er surfaces o f the glass slips, the test of the shadow was applied, which determined
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them to be always formed between the two low er contiguous surfaces. E xp. 20 . But it appearing very unaccountable th at the m ere presence of the upper glass slip should produce spectra between the two low er slip s; I wished to have the fact cor roborated by another experim ent. For this purpose two similar slips of glass were so closely applied together, as to produce prim ary fringes between th e m ; and in this position they were cemented together with bees' wax, to prevent sh iftin g : this double slip being substituted, instead of the two upper unconnected slips in Experim ent 12, produced binaries as usual. On application of the shadow, the prim a ries appeared in the second, and the binaries in the third shadow, as ex p ected ; but it being perfectly certain that the primaries were formed between the two upper contiguous surfaces, and as the shadow proved that the thickness of one slip of glass was interposed between the two spectra, there could not remain a doubt of the binaries being formed between the two low er contiguous surfaces.
Exp. 21 . T hese results being so unexpected with three slips, it naturally occurred to m e, to try w hat effect four would produce. Having placed two, laid together horizontally on a fable, I took up the double slip mentioned in Experim ent 18, in order to clear it of dust, and was in the act of holding it up between the light and the eye, in order to examine w hether it was perfectly c le a n ; and it happening accidentally to be in the direction of the two lying on the table, I was agreeably surprised to find a spectrum already appear, as if formed in the air, although the two pairs of slips were several inches a su n d er; which spectrum, on moving the i j g double slip in the hand, out of the direction of those on the table, vanished as far as those on the table w ere uncovered by those in the hand. And notw ithstanding this spectrum appeared to be formed in the air, the test o f the shadow proved it to be formed between the tw o slips on the ta b le ; and although it was visible when the tw o pairs o f slips w ere not less than ten inches asunder, it could not be perceived except through the medium o f the double slip held in the hand.
A representation of this experim ent is shown in fig. 11 , pi. IX. w here AB is a section of the two slips held in the hand ; and C D of those on the table. Fig. 12 pi. IX . represents one of those fleeting and fantastic form s as seen by the eye at F in this experiment.
E xp. 22 . If the result o f the last experim ent appears ex traordinary and unaccountable, the present one will appear still m ore s o ; for, on low ering the double slip in the hand from its form er elevation o f about 45 degrees, to about 15 degrees, so th at its im age was seen reflected from the upper surface of th e upper glass on the table, as represented by G H in fig. 13 . pi. IX ., a new spectrum , fig. 14, pi. IX. was seen in this reflected im age, superadded to th at shown in fig. 12 , which was not to be perceived in the object A B itself! Both spectra together, as seen by the eye at F , are repre sented in fig. 15 . E xp. 23. It was fully ascertained by the test of the shadow, that while the double slips were in the position described in Experim ent 20, jboth spectra were form ed between the two slips on the table 5 but, on low ering the tw o upper slips, u ntil they-w ere laid flat on those incum bent on the table, both A a 2 w ere gradually m etam orphosed into two o th e rs ; one of which was form ed betw een the tw o low er, and the other between the tw o middle slips brought into contact by this new a rra n g e m e n t; this was also proved by the test of the shadow. It m ay be w orthy of rem ark, th at in every variety of shape assumed by these spectra, the binary characteristic is clearly visible in them all. E xp . 24. On viewing a set of Newtonian rings, as described in E xperim ent 4, th ro u g h one of the double slips, while in the position fig. 11 . pi. IX , the apparatus form ing the rings being on the ta b le ; a set of narrow binary rings appeared, con centric to the prim aries, and near to the edge of the le n ses: and on low ering the double slip to the second position, fig. 13 . pi. IX ., another set of binary rings appeared in th e reflected im age of th e double slip, also concentric to the prim a ries, but consisting of broader rings, though less in diam eter th a n those o f the first s e t ; and all these three sets w ere seen distinctly, at one and the same time.
T h e tw o sets of binary rings, seen in this experim ent, cor respond to the tw o irre g u lar spectra in experim ent 2 0 ; and since the. rings m ust have been form ed between the lenses on th e table ( because no rings are ever form ed unless between surfaces, one o f which at least is spherical), this affords a corroborating proof, th at the irreg u lar spectra seen in E xpe rim ent so , although apparently form ed in the air, w ere really form ed between the tw o slips of glass lying on the table.
T h e above results differ so widely from any that have hitherto been published, th at it is allowable to doubt, whe th er th ey can be accounted for on the common and received principles of physical optics, unless perhaps the newly dis covered principle, which has been denominated the polarity of the rays of light, may serve to explain their causes. However, " as every desideratum may be considered as an imperfect discovery/' which when completed may lead to others of still greater im portance; and as the subject is so far from being exhausted, that perhaps we are only entering on a new career of discoveries, not only in optics, but in every other branch of natural knowledge ; in this point of view, the prospect before us is rendered as extensive as it is animating and delightful.
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